OSLO HEADBOARD

Gather Your Eggs...

Headboard Tiles (Amount Depends on Configuation)

1x Headboard Tile Mounting Guide

Velcro Mounting Strip (Amount Depends on Configuation)
5 Strips Per Tile

Level for Mounting Guide
Not included: Pencil for marking mounting locations

Note: Please retain all boxes until you are certain that your product isn’t damaged and that you
do not wish to return it. Disposal of boxes may prevent/delay our ability to resolve your request.

Step 1: Insert Level

Insert the level into the center
opening of the Mounting Guide,
making sure that one side is flush
with the back of the guide.

Step 2: Find Your Center

Find the visual center of your bed,
you will use this line to align your tiles.

You can place your first row wherever
you’d like but we recommend beginning
just a few inches below the top of your
mattress, or right above the baseboard
if you prefer a completely flush look with
no bare wall visible.

Step 3: Mark the Headboard Tiles

Depending on the headboard conguration you’ve chosen, you will
mount the first tile on the center or to the left of center over your mattress.

Centered Configuration

Left of Center Configuration

Start with taking your Mounting
Guide and placing it against
the wall with the bottom edge
just below the top edge of the
mattress either on center or left
of center.
Use the level to ensure your
headboard is straight. With a
pencil, mark a line along the
top edge, sides and in each of
the openings in the corner of
your guide (see diagram).

Mounting Guide

Pencil Markings

Step 4: Place Velcro Strips
Grab 4 of our Velcro Mounting Stripsemove the backing film
and press them firmln the all over the 4 smaller inner lines
ensuring that thee mounted parallel to the floor. Add our
5th Velcro Mounting Strip in the center in the same manner.

Pencil Markings

Velcro Strips

Step 5: Mount First Headboard Tile

Velcro Strips

Headboard Tile

Next grab your first tile. Align the top and sides of the tile with the marks that you made with
your guide. Make sure that your tile is level and in the place you want, this tile will be the
guide for the rest of our headboard.
Press the tile firmly against the wall starting on the side edges and then in the center to
ensure full contact with the Velcro Mounting Strips.
NOTE: If you want to repostion the tile, gently pull the tile from left to right or right to left.

Step 6: Mark and Mount the Other Headboard Tiles
Centered Configuration

With the first tile on the wall, align the Mounting Guide against the side
of the tile and repeat the previous steps to mount the next tile. You will
only need to mark inside the openings in the corners going forward.
Continue this process until your selected configuration is complete.

Step 6: Mark and Mount the Other Headboard Tiles
Offer Configuration

Step 7: Relax

Once all your Headboard Tiles are attached,
jump into bed and and enjoy the weather!

DONE!

